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Abstract
Historically, the locus coeruleus-norepinephrine (LC-NE) system has been implicated in arousal, but recent findings suggest that this system plays a more complex and specific role in the control of behavior than investigators previously thought. We review neurophysiological and modeling studies in monkey that support a new theory of LC-NE function. LC neurons exhibit two modes of activity, phasic and tonic. Phasic LC activation is driven by the outcome of task-related decision processes and is proposed to facilitate ensuing behaviors and to help optimize task performance (exploitation). When utility in the task wanes, LC neurons exhibit a tonic activity mode, associated with disengagement from the current task and a search for alternative behaviors (exploration). Monkey LC receives prominent, direct inputs from the anterior cingulate (ACC) and orbitofrontal cortices (OFC), both of which are thought to monitor task-related utility. We propose that these frontal areas produce the above patterns of LC activity to optimize utility on both short and long timescales.
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Adaptive behavior in a diverse and changing world requires a trade-off between exploiting known sources of reward and exploring the environment for other, potentially more valuable or stable opportunities. The capacity to support such adaptive behavior introduces another trade-off, between complexity of mechanisms required to sustain a broad and flexible repertoire of behaviors and the efficiency of function that comes with simpler designs. Both of these trade-offs—between exploitation and exploration, and between complexity and efficiency—are well recognized by engineers and computer scientists. The evolution of the brain has likely faced similar pressures. In this review, we propose...
that the LC-NE system serves to adjudicate these trade-offs and thereby contributes to the optimization of behavioral performance. This proposal contrasts with traditional views of the LC-NE system.

Neuromodulatory Systems and the Regulation of Behavior: A Historical Perspective

The LC-NE system is one of several brainstem neuromodulatory nuclei with widely distributed, ascending projections to the neocortex (see Figure 1); others include the dopaminergic, serotonergic, and cholinergic systems. These neurons play critical roles in regulating cortical function, and disturbances in these systems are central to major psychiatric disorders, such as schizophrenia, depression, and bipolar disorder. Traditionally investigators have assumed that these neurotransmitters serve relatively simple and basic functions. For example, many have thought that dopamine (DA) release signals reward or motivation, and NE mediates arousal (Berridge & Waterhouse 2003, Jouvet 1969, Robinson & Berridge 1993, Wise & Rompre 1989). Such functions seemed to accord well with the characteristic anatomy of these systems (widely distributed projections throughout the forebrain), and it is easy to understand how disturbances in such basic and pervasive functions would have profound disruptive effects on cognition, emotion, and behavior such as those associated with psychiatric disorders. Furthermore, although NE, DA, serotonin, and acetylcholine are sometimes referred to as “classical neurotransmitters” (presumably because of their early discovery and their effects in peripheral systems), an equally and perhaps more important function of these substances in cortex is neuromodulation. That is, rather than producing direct excitatory or inhibitory effects on postsynaptic neurons, they modulate such effects produced by other neurotransmitters such as glutamate and gamma amino butyric acid (GABA). Neuromodulatory actions, especially when they are distributed over a wide area, seemed well suited to basic, pervasive functions such as the signaling of reward and the mediation of arousal.

Whereas functions such as reward and arousal have intuitive appeal, they have often escaped precise characterization, at both the neural and the computational levels. Recently, however, this has begun to change. For example, considerable progress has been made in developing a formal theory of the role of DA in reinforcement learning. According to this theory, DA does not signal reward per se but rather mediates a learning signal that allows the system to predict better when rewards are likely to occur and thereby contribute to the optimization of reward-seeking behaviors (Montague et al. 1996, 2004). This represents a significant refinement in understanding of the relationship of DA to reward and the role that this neuromodulatory system plays in the regulation of cognition and behavior.

In this review, we propose a theory that offers a similar refinement to our understanding of LC-NE function and its relationship to arousal, and how this in turn relates to the optimization of reward-seeking behaviors.

Arousal reflects a fundamental property of behavior that has proven difficult to define...
Figure 2
Inverted-U relationship between LC activity and performance on tasks that require focused attention. Performance is poor at very low levels of LC tonic discharge because animals are drowsy and nonalert. Performance is optimal with moderate LC tonic activity and prominent phasic LC activation following goal-relevant stimuli (phasic LC mode). Performance is poor at high levels of tonic LC activity (tonic mode, lacking phasic LC activity). This resembles the classical Yerkes-Dodson relationship between arousal and performance. From Aston-Jones et al. 1999.

or to explain precisely with neurobiological mechanisms. The importance of arousal is undeniable: it is closely related to other phenomena such as sleep, attention, anxiety, stress, and motivation. Dampered arousal leads to drowsiness and, in the limit, sleep. Heightened arousal (brought on by the sudden appearance of an environmentally salient event or a strongly motivating memory) can facilitate behavior but in the limit can also lead to distractibility and anxiety. Traditional theories of LC-NE function, which have tied this structure to arousal, have not described specific mechanisms by which this system produces changes in arousal and have left important unanswered questions about the relationship between arousal and behavior. For example, performance on most tasks is best with an intermediate level of arousal and is worse with too little or too much arousal. This inverted U-shaped relationship is described by the classic Yerkes-Dodson curve (see Figure 2). As we discuss below, a similar relationship has been observed between performance and LC-NE activity. This relationship could be interpreted as consistent with the view that the LC-NE system mediates arousal. In this review, however, we propose a theory of LC-NE function that, rather than addressing arousal per se, specifies a role for the LC-NE system in optimizing behavioral performance, which in turn may explain effects conventionally interpreted in terms of arousal.
A Modern View of the LC-NE System: Optimization of Performance

Some theories of LC function suggested that the LC-NE system has its primary effects on sensory processing and in so doing serves to regulate arousal (Berridge & Waterhouse 2003). This was motivated largely by the consistent observation that highly salient and arousing stimuli elicit a phasic activation of LC neurons (Aston-Jones & Bloom 1981b, Grant et al. 1988, Herve-Minvielle & Sara 1995, Rasmussen et al. 1986) and concomitant NE release (Abercrombie et al. 1988, Brun et al. 1993). In addition, NE was found to augment the throughput of signals in sensory brain areas (Devilbiss & Waterhouse, 2000, 2004; Hurley et al. 2004; Waterhouse & Woodward 1980; Waterhouse et al. 1980, 1998). This observation led some to think of LC as the brain’s analog of the adrenal gland, orienting the system to and augmenting the processing of motivationally relevant stimuli. Over the past decade, however, neuronal recordings from the primate LC during performance of simple decision-making tasks, coupled with new anatomic studies, have suggested a revision of traditional views of LC-NE function (Aston-Jones et al. 1994, 1997; Clayton et al. 2004; Rajkowski et al. 2004; Usher et al. 1999). Specifically, these recordings indicate that in the waking state there are at least two distinguishable modes of LC function. In a phasic mode, bursts of LC activity are observed in association with the outcome of task-related decision processes and are closely coupled with behavioral responses that are generally highly accurate. In a tonic mode, LC baseline activity is elevated but phasic bursts of activity are absent, and behavior is more distractible. Moreover, strong projections to the LC found from the OFC and ACC (Aston-Jones et al. 2002; M. Iba, W. Lu, Y. Zhu, J. Rajkowski, R. Morecraft & G. Aston-Jones, manuscript in preparation; Rajkowski et al. 2000), and the functions of these frontal areas in evaluating rewards and costs, suggest that these regions are important in generating these patterns of LC activity.

Here we review these findings and describe a theory of LC-NE function that seeks to integrate them with an emerging understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying performance in simple decision-making tasks. We propose that within the context of a given task, phasic activity of the LC-NE system facilitates behavioral responses to the outcome of task-specific decision processes, filtering responses to irrelevant events. By selectively facilitating responses to task-relevant processes, the LC-NE phasic response serves to optimize the trade-off between system complexity (which can support a broad range of functions) and efficiency of function (optimizing performance in the current task). We further propose that the LC-NE system is responsive to ongoing evaluations of task utility (that is, the costs and benefits associated with performance), provided by input from frontal structures. When utility persistently wanes, changes in LC-NE tonic activity withdraw support for task performance, facilitating other forms of behaviors that serve to explore alternative sources of reward. These functions are accomplished by the neuromodulatory effects of NE release at cortical target sites, modulating the gain (responsivity) of processing in cortical circuits responsible for task performance. The different modes of LC activity adaptively adjust the gain of these cortical circuits, both phasically and tonically, facilitating or disengaging task-specific processes.
processes. This adjustment of modes serves to optimize the trade-off between exploitation and exploration of opportunities for reward and thereby maximizes utility. This adaptive gain theory integrates and explains new findings concerning LC physiology and its relationship to behavior, as well as newly discovered projections to LC from key frontal structures involved in utility assessment. It also suggests specific ways in which LC-NE function interacts with the proposed role that DA plays in reinforcement learning, providing a formal framework within which to explore dynamic interactions between these systems.

**EMPirical AND Modeling Studies REveal Roles For The LC-NE System In Cognitive Processes**

We begin with a brief summary of the basic neurobiology of the LC-NE system (for more detailed reviews, see Foote et al. 1983, Berridge & Waterhouse 2003, and Moore & Bloom 1979). We follow with a consideration of recent neurophysiological findings that suggest the need for revising how we think about this system. We then review computational models developed to explain these findings. We conclude by presenting our theory for a role of the LC-NE system in optimizing task performance, which relates the functioning of this system to cortical mechanisms involved in the evaluation of costs and benefits associated with task performance, and the trade-off between exploiting task-related sources of reward and exploring other possible rewards.

**Classical Findings Concerning the Neurobiology of the LC-NE System Suggested a General Role in Regulating Neural Processing and Behavior**

“Locus coeruleus” means blue spot in Latin, reflecting the pigmented nature of LC neurons in human. The LC nucleus is a small collection of noradrenergic neurons (about 16,000 per hemisphere in the human), located just behind the periaqueductal gray in the dorsorostral pons. Although few in number, LC-NE neurons give rise to highly divergent and extensive efferents in rats, monkeys, and humans (Dahlstrom & Fuxe 1964, Morrison et al. 1982). These cells provide the bulk of the brain’s NE and are the sole source of NE to the cerebral, cerebellar, and hippocampal cortices (Aston-Jones 2004, Aston-Jones et al. 1984, Moore & Bloom 1979). LC projections are unmyelinated and therefore slowly conducting (typically <1 m/s; Aston-Jones et al. 1985). Early studies also reported that LC terminals have nonsynaptic release sites that may provide a paracrine-type of neurotransmission (Beaudet & Descarries 1978, Seguela et al. 1990).

NE can have different effects on target neurons, depending on the receptor that is activated (reviewed in Berridge & Waterhouse 2003 and Foote et al. 1983). Thus, alpha1 adrenoceptor activation is often associated with excitation, and alpha2 adrenoceptor activation (the dominant type within LC itself) is associated with inhibition (Rogawski & Aghajanian 1982, Williams et al. 1985). However, modulatory effects that do not evoke simple excitatory or inhibitory effects are also frequently described. For example, NE increased the ratio of synaptically evoked activity to spontaneous activity in target neurons in early studies (Foote et al. 1973, Segal & Bloom 1976). Later studies found that in many target areas NE augments evoked responses (either excitatory or inhibitory) while decreasing spontaneous activity of the same neuron (Waterhouse et al. 1980, 1984; Waterhouse & Woodward 1980). Thus, modulation of neuronal responses to other inputs is a prominent effect of NE actions on target cells.

This modulatory action was captured in an early computational model of NE effects as an increase in the gain of the activation function of neural network units (**Figure 3**), which was shown to mimic many of the physiologic effects of NE and could explain patterns of
Figure 3
Effect of gain modulation on nonlinear activation function. The activation (or transfer) function relates the net input of a unit to its activity state (e.g., the firing rate of a single neuron or the mean firing rate of a population). The function illustrated here is given by

\[
\text{activation} = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\text{gain} \times \text{net input}}}
\]

An increase in gain (dotted line) increases the activity of units receiving excitatory input (upward arrow on right) and decreases the activity of units receiving inhibitory input (downward arrow on left), thus increasing the contrast between activated and inhibited units and driving them toward more binary function. Adapted from Servan-Schreiber et al. 1990.

behavior associated with manipulations of NE (Servan-Schreiber et al. 1990). This computational model of NE’s modulatory effects set the stage for further studies using more elaborate models involving LC neurons and their targets, as described in more detail below.

The above properties—widespread slowly conducting projections and neuromodulatory action—suggested that LC may play a general role in regulating neural processing and behavior. Commensurate with this view, tonic impulse activity of LC-NE neurons strongly covaries with stages of the sleep-waking cycle. These neurons fire most rapidly during waking, slowly during drowsiness and slow-wave/non-REM sleep, and become virtually silent during REM/paradoxical sleep (Aston-Jones & Bloom 1981a, Holbo et al. 1975, Rajkowski et al. 1998, Rasmussen et al. 1986).

LC activity may in fact be a primary factor that differentiates REM sleep (when other systems, including the neocortex, exhibit signs of heightened arousal) from wakefulness (Steriade et al. 1993). These and related findings support the view that low levels of LC activity facilitate sleep and disengagement from the environment.

Further supporting the view that the LC-NE system plays a role in general arousal and environmental responsiveness, LC neurons in rats and monkeys activate robustly following salient stimuli in many modalities that elicit behavioral responses (Aston-Jones & Bloom 1981b, Foote et al. 1980, Grant et al. 1988). For example, tapping the cage door around feeding time elicits LC activation accompanied by a behavioral orienting response and increased physiological signs of arousal. Conversely, stimuli that elicit no behavioral response typically do not evoke an LC response.

The classical observations described above suggest that the LC-NE system has a relatively broad, nonspecific effect on cortical information processing. However, other findings indicate that substantial specificity exists in the LC-NE system in several domains. For example, although they are widespread, LC projections exhibit substantial regional and laminar specificity (Morrison et al. 1982). Notably, brain areas thought to be involved in attentional processing (e.g., parietal cortex, pulvinar nucleus, superior colliculus) as well as motor responding (e.g., primary motor cortex) receive a particularly dense LC-NE innervation (Foote & Morrison 1987). Also, LC terminals make conventional synapse-like appositions with postsynaptic specializations on target neurons (Olschowka et al. 1981; Papadopoulos et al. 1987, Papadopoulos et al. 1989), in addition to having possible nonsynaptic release sites.

Recent neurophysiological findings also indicate that LC may play a specific role in
information processing and that it may interact closely with top-down influences from cortical systems. These findings have led to the development of mechanistically explicit computational models that describe the physiological mechanisms governing LC-NE function and their interaction with cortical mechanisms responsible for the execution and evaluation of behavior. Below, we review the recent findings concerning LC-NE physiology and anatomy in monkey that suggest a more specific role in information processing, and computational models of LC-NE function that provide a formal description of the proposed mechanisms involved.

Recent Findings Concerning the Physiology of LC-NE Neurons Reveal Two Modes of Operation

LC phasic mode involves phasic activation of LC neurons following task-relevant processes. A number of studies have revealed that during accurate task performance reflecting focused attentiveness, LC neurons fire tonically at a moderate rate and respond phasically and selectively shortly following task-relevant target stimuli, but not after distractors that may differ subtly from targets. In one series of experiments, LC activity was recorded while monkeys performed a simple signal-detection task in which they were required to respond by releasing a lever immediately following a specific visual target (e.g., a small vertical bar of light—target cue, 20% of trials) but to withhold responding for another similar cue (e.g., a horizontal bar of light—distractor, 80% of trials). Correct responses were rewarded by the delivery of a small quantity of juice, whereas incorrect responses (target misses and false alarms to the distractor) were punished by a brief timeout. Monkeys performed this task with high accuracy, typically greater than 90%. Figure 4 shows a representative recording of LC neurons, demonstrating substantial phasic activation shortly following target stimuli but only a weak (if any) response following distractors (Aston-Jones et al. 1994). Systematic examination of the LC phasic response following targets indicated that it is not specific to particular sensory attributes. Also, LC does not respond phasically to distractors even if they
are infrequent, and (in a forced-choice task) LC responses occur even when targets are presented on every trial. The LC response is also not linked to a specific reward because similar responses are observed for different juice rewards or for water reward in fluid-restricted subjects. Furthermore, in reversal experiments in which the distractor becomes the target and vice versa, LC phasic responses are quickly acquired to the new target and extinguished for the new distractor. This reversal in LC response precedes stable behavioral reversal within a single testing session (Aston-Jones et al. 1997). These findings indicate that the LC response is highly plastic and that it is not rigidly linked to specific sensory attributes of a stimulus but rather responds to events in a task-sensitive manner.

The timing of LC phasic responses is also informative and contrasts with traditional concepts of a slowly acting, nonspecific system. The latency of LC phasic activation following targets is surprisingly short (≈100 ms onset) and precedes lever-release responses by about 200 ms. The conduction latency for monkey LC impulses to reach the frontal cortex is ≈60–70 ms (Aston-Jones et al. 1985), making it possible for NE release to occur at about the time that neural activity in motor cortex associated with the behavioral response begins to develop (about 150 ms before the manual response; Mountcastle et al. 1972). Thus, although the conduction velocity of LC impulses is slow, the timing of impulse arrival in cortical targets makes it possible for the LC phasic response and NE release to influence the behavioral response on the same trial. Consistent with this possibility, the latency of LC neuron response and lever release are significantly correlated over trials; shorter LC response is associated with shorter behavioral response to the same cue (Aston-Jones et al. 1994).

LC recordings in monkeys performing two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) tasks strongly suggest that these phasic responses are associated with decision processes. 2AFC tasks have been used in a growing number of studies examining the neural mechanisms involved in simple forms of decision making (e.g., Gold & Shadlen 2000; Hanes & Schall 1996; Schall & Thompson 1999; Shadlen & Newsome 1996, 2001). In one such experiment with LC recordings, monkeys were rewarded for responding with the left lever for one stimulus and the right for another (Clayton et al. 2004). As in previous experiments, LC phasic responses were observed shortly following task cues and preceding lever responses. More detailed analysis revealed that LC activation was more tightly time-locked to the behavioral response than to presentation of the stimulus. This result is shown in Figure 5 with peri-event time histograms that tabulate LC activity with respect to either the sensory stimulus or the behavioral response. Such analyses showed that LC responses precede behavioral responses by about 230 ms regardless of trial type or response time (RT). Note in particular that, in the stimulus-locked histograms, LC responses are greater for correct trials than for error trials. In contrast, in the response-locked histograms, LC activity is comparable for correct and error trials. This can be explained by the additional observation that RT variability was significantly greater for error than for correct trials. Because LC activity is more tightly coupled to the behavioral response than to stimulus onset, and RT is more variable for error trials, stimulus-locked distributions of LC activity are also more variable (relative to response-locked distributions) for error trials. LC activation did not occur on trials in which the animal made no response despite viewing the cue, and there was no LC response associated with spurious lever responses that occasionally occurred between trials when no stimulus was present. Finally, note that the LC phasic response appears to be closely coupled with, and precedes, the task-related behavioral responses. These observations have been confirmed in a signal-detection task in which trial difficulty was manipulated to produce variable RTs. Once again, LC phasic activity
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was more tightly linked to the RT than to the sensory stimulus and preceded lever responses by \(\sim 200\) ms (Rajkowski et al. 2004).

Similar results were obtained in a recent study that recorded LC neurons in behaving rats (Bouret & Sara 2004). Here, the animal was presented with conditioned odor stimuli that instructed it when to respond to obtain food reward. As found in the monkey, LC neurons exhibited phasic responses to the conditioned stimulus but not to stimuli (nontargets) that were not associated with food availability; these responses preceded the behavioral response and were linked more tightly to the behavioral response than to the sensory stimulus. Moreover, in reversal conditioning the rat LC responses tracked the significance of the stimuli rather than stimulus identity, and newly acquired LC responses preceded those observed in behavior by several trials. These findings all closely parallel those for the monkey LC described above (Aston-Jones et al. 1997, Clayton et al. 2004).

The pattern of results described above precludes the possibility that LC phasic activation is driven strictly by stimulus onset, response generation, or reward. As discussed in greater detail below, these results have led us to hypothesize that LC phasic activity is driven by the outcome of internal decision processes that may vary in duration from trial to trial (accounting for RT variability) but precede response generation with a regular latency. Along these lines, an important observation is that LC phasic responses are largest and most consistent when the animal is performing the task well. During epochs of poor performance, LC phasic responses are considerably diminished or absent. These observations are consistent with our hypothesis that the LC phasic response plays a role in facilitating task-relevant behavioral responses.

As the phasic LC response occurs only for identification of a task-relevant stimulus, and not task-irrelevant stimuli, it can be thought of as an attentional filter that selects for the occurrence (i.e., timing) of task-relevant stimuli. This filter is temporally specific but, given the broad projections of LC neurons, spatially global. In addition, the link to decision outcome, rather than to stimulus presentation, indicates that this LC response primarily modulates specific behaviors rather than sensory processing. Therefore, we propose that the LC phasic response provides a temporal attentional filter that selectively facilitates task-relevant behaviors. This conclusion is supported by the results of neural network-modeling studies discussed later.

**LC tonic mode involves increased baseline activity and diminished phasic responses of LC neurons.** In addition to LC phasic responses, levels of LC tonic (baseline) activity vary significantly in relation to measures of task performance. For example, during performance of a signal-detection task, periods of elevated LC tonic activity were

---

**Figure 5**

Phasic activation of monkey LC neurons in a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task. Stimulus- and response-locked population PETHs showing LC responses for trials yielding correct and incorrect behavioral responses. (A) Stimulus-locked population PETHs showing LC response to cues (presented at time 0) for trials yielding correct or incorrect behavioral responses. Note that the LC response peaks sooner and is less prolonged on correct compared with incorrect trials in this analysis (17,533 and 1362 trials, respectively). No LC activation was detected on omission trials (orange line, 1128 trials). Vertical dashed lines indicate the mean behavioral RTs. Curves represent the normalized RT distributions for correct and incorrect trials. (B) The difference in the phasic LC response between correct and incorrect trials was not evident in response-locked population PETHs. In addition, no LC activation occurred prior to or following lever releases not associated with stimulus presentation (orange line, 3381 trials). Dashed vertical lines indicate the mean stimulus onset times. From Clayton et al. 2004.
consistently accompanied by more frequent false-alarm errors (Aston-Jones et al. 1996, Kubiak et al. 1992, Usher et al. 1999). Analyses using standard signal-detection measures revealed that, during periods of elevated tonic LC activity, the animal’s ability to discriminate targets from distractors (d-prime) and its threshold for responding to stimuli (beta) both decreased (Aston-Jones et al. 1994). RT distributions were also wider. Furthermore, the experimental paradigm required the animal to foveate the center of the computer display prior to stimulus presentation (as an indicator of task preparedness). Such foveations were less frequent during periods of elevated LC tonic activity, resulting in a significantly greater number of aborted trials (Aston-Jones et al. 1996, 1998). Collectively, these findings indicate that when baseline LC activity is increased, the animal is less effectively engaged in task performance, displaying increased distractibility with a greater tendency to respond to nontarget stimuli (lower response threshold). Such foveations were less frequent during periods of elevated LC tonic activity, resulting in a significantly greater number of aborted trials (Aston-Jones et al. 1996, 1998). Collectively, these findings indicate that when baseline LC activity is increased, the animal is less effectively engaged in task performance, displaying increased distractibility with a greater tendency to respond to nontarget stimuli (lower response threshold).

The above results indicate an association of LC activity with task performance. However, they do not establish whether alterations in LC activity are causative of, correlated with, or result from other mechanisms responsible for changes in performance. Preliminary evidence using microinfusions into the monkey LC supports the view that the LC plays a causal role in influencing performance. In a recent study, the alpha2 adrenoceptor agonist clonidine was used to decrease tonic LC activity, and the muscarinic cholinergic agonist pilocarpine was used to stimulate tonic LC discharge. Direct microinfusion of clonidine into the LC of a monkey exhibiting an unusual degree of distractibility (hyperactivity) and poor performance on the signal-detection task significantly decreased tonic LC activity, increased LC phasic responses to target stimuli, and improved performance by decreasing false alarm and omission errors. In contrast, during error-free performance in other monkeys, local microinjection of the muscarinic cholinergic agonist pilocarpine caused tonic activation of LC neurons, decreased phasic responsiveness to task stimuli, and interfered with task performance (Ivanova et al. 1997).

Summary. Overall, these results indicate that two modes of LC activity correspond to different patterns of performance. (a) In the phasic mode, LC cells exhibit phasic activation in response to the processing of task-relevant stimuli but display only a moderate level of tonic discharge. This mode of function is consistently associated with high levels of task performance. (b) In the tonic mode, LC cells fail to respond phasically to task events but exhibit higher levels of ongoing tonic activity. This mode is associated with poor performance on tasks that require focused attention and corresponds to apparent increases in distractibility. We should note here that, whereas we have described the phasic and tonic modes as distinct, they likely represent the extremes of a continuum of function. This idea is consistent with findings from the computational models reviewed in the following section, which suggest transitions between these modes may be regulated by simple, continuous physiological variables. Nevertheless, for expository purposes we continue to refer to the phasic and tonic modes as distinct in the remainder of this review.
Neural Network Models of LC-NE Function Relate Physiological Mechanisms to Behavioral Effects

The data described above pose important questions about LC activity and its relationship to behavioral performance: Which physiological mechanisms underlie the phasic and tonic modes of LC activity and transitions between them, and how do these mechanisms interact with cortical mechanisms responsible for task performance to produce the patterns of behavior associated with each mode of LC function? Computational modeling has recently begun to address these questions. In an initial effort, Usher et al. (1999) constructed a model composed of two components (see Figure 6): (a) a detailed, population-level model of LC; and (b) a more abstract connectionist network that was the simplest network capable of simulating performance in the signal-detection task. This model revealed that alterations in electrotonic coupling among LC neurons can produce the two modes of LC activity. The model also revealed how the corresponding alterations in gain of cortical units receiving LC inputs can either facilitate task performance (phasic mode) or produce more distractible, less-task-focused responding (tonic mode).

The behavioral network was composed of three layers: an input and a decision layer (each with two units, representing the target and distractor stimuli), and a response layer (with a single unit corresponding to the behavioral response). Connections from units in one layer to the next were excitatory (information flow), whereas connections between units in the decision layer were inhibitory (competition for representation). A response was recorded when activity of the response unit exceeded a specified threshold.

The LC component of the model was composed of 250 integrate-and-fire units, connected by mutually inhibitory noradrenergic collaterals as well as weak electrotonic coupling, both of which have been observed empirically (Aghajanian et al. 1977; Christie et al. 1989; Christie & Jelinek 1993; Egan et al. 1983; Ennis & Aston-Jones 1986; Ishimatsu & Williams 1996; Travagli et al. 1995, 1996). LC units received afferent connections from the decision unit representing the target stimulus in the behavioral network (consistent with decision-driven LC activity described above) and sent projections back to all units in the behavioral network (consistent with the known broad efferent projections of LC neurons). All units in the model were subject to noise in their input, producing a baseline level of activity in the LC and the possibility for spurious responses in the behavioral network.

The effect of NE release in the behavioral network was simulated as an increase in the responsivity (i.e., gain of the activation

Figure 6
Architecture of the neural network model of LC function in the signal-detection task. Arrows represent excitatory links, small circles depict inhibition, and squares (from LC projections) represent modulation of gain (see Figure 3). There is a moderate positive bias on the response unit, which captures the observation that monkeys in this task make many false alarms but very few misses (Aston-Jones et al. 1994). Note the projection from the decision-layer target unit to the LC, which captures the observation that in the well-trained animal LC neurons are selectively activated following target stimuli. From Usher et al. 1999.

---

1 Units in this network were assumed to represent populations of recurrently connected cortical neurons contributing to the representation of a given piece of information (e.g., Amit 1989).

2 These are assumed to have been learned for this task but in other circumstances could represent “hardwired” connections for evolutionarily important signals such as highly salient sensory events.
function) of these units (Servan-Schreiber et al. 1990). This mimicked the modulatory influence of NE (discussed above) and augmented the activity of units in the behavioral network that were already activated (e.g., because of noise), while further suppressing the activity of units that were already being inhibited. A systematic examination of these simulated NE effects revealed that their greatest influence on performance was achieved by their impact on the response unit, which produced behavioral changes that closely matched those observed empirically. This point becomes important in our discussion below about the role of the LC-NE system in optimizing task performance.

An important finding from this model was that modest changes in the strength of electronic coupling among LC units reproduced the entire set of neurophysiological and behavioral results described above concerning modes of LC activity and their relationship to task performance. Within LC, increased coupling facilitated phasic activation of LC neurons in response to activation of the target decision unit in the behavioral network by allowing summation of concurrent responses across electrotonic links. At the same time, coupling reduced spontaneous firing by averaging the effects of uncorrelated noise across LC units. Conversely, reduced coupling accurately simulated the effects associated with the LC tonic mode by producing a modest rise in baseline LC activity but a diminished phasic response to input from the target decision unit in the behavioral network.

Within the behavioral network, LC phasic responses (associated with high coupling and generated by activation of the target decision unit) produced NE release and corresponding increases in gain within the response unit. This occurred within the same time frame that feed-forward activation was being received from the target decision unit, facilitating activation of the response unit. This, in turn, reproduced the empirical observation of improved target detection performance associated with LC phasic responses. In this respect, the LC phasic response can be thought of as an attentional filter that selects for the occurrence (i.e., timing) of task-relevant events and facilitates responses to these events. The existence of such a temporal filter, and its association with noradrenergic function, is consistent with several recent psychophysical and psychopharmacological studies (e.g., Coull & Nobre 1998, Coull et al. 2001). Conversely, during low coupling the attenuated LC phasic response to target detection produced somewhat slower and more variable behavioral responses, whereas increased baseline NE release (as a result of increased LC tonic activity) rendered the response unit more susceptible to the effects of noise and therefore to the production of spurious (false alarm) responses. Although this degrades performance in the present task, Usher et al. (1999) suggest that the general increase in responsiveness associated with the LC tonic mode facilitates exploration of alternative behaviors, which is adaptive in a changing environment or when current rewards lose their value (as discussed in more detail below).

Recent modeling work has extended these basic results by refining the original population model of LC using more biophysically detailed, phase oscillator units for each LC neuron (Brown et al. 2004). The individual units of this model have been matched closely with detailed physiological properties empirically observed for LC neurons, such as firing rate, variance in interspike interval, calcium and voltage-dependent potassium currents, electrotonic coupling, and collateral inhibitory connections. One important finding that has emerged from this work is that the phasic and tonic modes of LC activity (described above) can be produced also by changes in baseline excitatory drive to LC cells (in the absence of any change in coupling). Decreases in baseline afferent drive promote the phasic mode of LC activity, whereas increases favor the tonic mode. These observations are consistent with other recent modeling studies (Alvarez et al. 2002) and suggest that changes in baseline activity...
provide another simple mechanism by which LC mode can be regulated. Additional studies are needed to determine if altered baseline drive or electronic coupling, or both, is responsible for the different LC firing modes.

**Summary.** In the models described above, the outcome of processing at the decision layer drives an LC phasic response, increasing the gain of units throughout the behavioral network. This lowers the threshold for the response unit, thus facilitating a response to the outcome of the decision process. The timing of the LC phasic response suggests that it can be thought of as a temporal attentional filter, much as cortical attentional mechanisms act as a content filter, facilitating responses to task-relevant events. At the same time, by increasing the gain of cortical representations, the LC phasic response may also enhance the effects of attentional selection by content within the neocortex (e.g., Robertson et al. 1998). Together, these effects allow the LC phasic response to facilitate selectively responses to task-relevant stimuli. These mechanisms provide an account of how LC phasic responses may contribute to enhanced task performance associated with the LC phasic mode of function, and how the LC tonic mode may lead to degraded task performance. At the same time, the models have identified specific physiological parameters—electrotonic coupling and baseline firing rate—that can drive transitions between the LC tonic and phasic modes of function. However, these models leave several important questions unaddressed: What function does the LC tonic mode serve, and what drives transitions between the phasic and tonic modes? In the sections that follow, we consider both LC phasic and tonic function in the context of recent theories concerning the neural mechanisms underlying simple decision processes and mathematical analyses concerning the optimization of such processes. A consideration of LC function within this context suggests how both modes of LC activity may contribute to the overall optimization of performance.
following three assumptions: (a) the decision-making process is stochastic (that is, it is subject to random fluctuations in accumulation of evidence in favor of each alternative); (b) evidence favoring each alternative is accumulated over time; and (c) the decision is made when sufficient evidence (exceeding a threshold) has accumulated in favor of one alternative over the other. What is remarkable about this model is that, although originally developed to describe behavior (e.g., reaction-time distributions and error rates), it also provides a detailed and accurate account of neuronal responses in such tasks and their relationship to performance (Gold & Shadlen 2002, Ratcliff et al. 2003, Schall & Thompson 1999). Furthermore, the DDM provides an analytically tractable simplification of single-layered neural network models that simulate performance in such tasks (R. Bogacz, E.T. Brown, J. Moehlis, P. Hu, P. Holmes & J.D. Cohen, manuscript under review).

The DDM is appealing in the present context because it provides a framework within which we can formally define optimal performance. The DDM itself is, in fact, the optimal process for 2AFC decision making (i.e., it is the most accurate for a given speed of decision

Typically, such models involve pairs of mutually inhibiting (i.e., competing) leaky accumulators, the activity of which represents the amount of evidence favoring each alternative in the choice. A response is produced when the activity of one of the units crosses a specified threshold. This is precisely the mechanism used in the decision layer of the LC models described above, and it has been used to simulate a wealth of findings from other 2AFC tasks (e.g., Botvinick et al. 2001; Cohen et al. 1990, 1992; Usher & McClelland 2001) as well as the dynamics of neural activity in response-selective brain areas associated with the performance of such tasks (e.g., Gold & Shadlen 2002, Shadlen & Newsome 2001). Mathematical analyses of these models suggest that, under certain assumptions, they can be reduced to the DDM without significant loss of their ability to describe behavioral and neurophysiological data accurately (R. Bogacz, E.T. Brown, J. Moehlis, P. Hu, P. Holmes & J.D. Cohen, manuscript under review). In this respect, the DDM provides a mathematically precise, theoretical bridge from neural mechanisms to behavioral performance.

In discussing optimization of performance, we are not asserting people always behave perfectly optimally. In many instances, people do not behave optimally (e.g., Herrnstein 1961, 1997; Kahneman & Tversky 1984; Loewenstein & Thaler 1989). Nevertheless, the assumption of optimality is useful because it provides theoretical traction. It allows us to define formally and precisely the goal of an adaptive system, even when this goal may not be fully achieved in practice. This definition can be used to generate testable predictions and provides a valuable reference against which actual behavior can be compared and understood, even when it turns out to be suboptimal. This approach has been used effectively in a wide variety of disciplines, including neuroscience and psychology (Anderson 1990, Barlow 1981, Bialek & Owen 1990, Gallistel et al. 2001, Mozer et al. 2002).
making, and the fastest for a given level of accuracy; see sidebar). Furthermore, because the DDM provides a good description of simple, single-layered neural networks that implement 2AFC decision processing, we can infer that such single-layered networks can approximate optimal performance in 2AFC decision processing. We know, however, that real neural architectures, in fact, involve many layers (e.g., Schall 2003, Reddi 2001), presumably because different tasks require decision processes that integrate information of different types, at varying levels of analysis, and from a variety of sources. Although all of these decision processes may involve fundamentally similar mechanisms—possibly well described by the DDM—they are implemented by different parts of (“layers” within) the full neural architecture. This presents a challenge for optimal performance. On the one hand, as noted above, a single-layered network implements the optimal decision process. On the other hand, the layer implementing this process for a given task may be several layers away from the response mechanism. It would be inefficient if a decision process in the layer integrating information relevant to the current task crossed threshold but then had to drive a subsequent series of repeated accumulator processes—each of which introduces additional noise and requires addition integration time—before a behavioral response could be elicited. This problem reflects the fundamental trade-off between the complexity of a multilayered system that can support a wide variety of decision processes responsive to information from different sources and different levels of analysis) and the optimality of a single-layered decision mechanism. From this perspective, the decision-driven LC phasic activation provides a mechanism for optimizing task performance by a multilayered system.

In the specific models previously discussed, there are only two layers: the decision layer and the response layer. Nevertheless, even in such a two-layered system, formal analysis reveals that the adaptive gain-adjustment mechanism implemented by LC produces reliable improvements in performance that more closely approximate the optimal performance of a single-layered network (Gilzenrat et al. 2004). These improvements are expected to be considerably greater for more realistic,
multilayered networks.\(^7\) We should note, however, that the function of existing models relies on the detection of discrete threshold-crossing events (e.g., by LC, for generating its phasic response; and by the cortical network, for generating an overt behavioral response). This may reflect intrinsic nonlinearities of processing units involved; the specifics of these mechanisms remain to be described in further research.

**The LC Tonic Mode Produces Adaptive Adjustments of Gain that Optimize Performance Across Tasks (Exploration Versus Exploitation)**

In considering optimal performance thus far, our focus has been on performance within a single task, in which the LC phasic response produces adaptive adjustments in gain that serve to optimize performance of that task. In contrast, the LC tonic mode produces a persistent increase in gain (i.e., responsivity of widespread LC target neurons) that renders the system more sensitive to task-irrelevant stimuli. With respect to the current task, this is clearly disadvantageous. However, this tonic increase in gain may be adaptive by facilitating a change in behavior if either the current task is no longer remunerative or if the environment has changed and more valuable opportunities for reward or new behavioral imperatives have appeared. That is, in addition to pursuing optimal performance within the specific task at hand, organisms face the broader and equally important challenge of deciding whether and for how long it is best to continue performing the current task. From this perspective, optimization involves not only determining how to best perform the current task, but also considering its utility against alternative courses of action and pursuing these if they are more valuable. This is, of course, a more complex and less well-defined problem, which presents significant challenges to formal analysis. Reinforcement learning models represent one approach to this problem. Such models describe mechanisms that seek to exploit opportunities optimally for reward by sampling a wide range of behaviors and strengthening actions leading to states with the highest value (Montague et al. 2004, Sutton & Barto 1981).

A conundrum faced by reinforcement learning models is how to sample the values of a large number of different states. Early sampling will reveal some states that are more valuable than others. Then the agent must decide whether to spend most of its time engaged in behaviors associated with the most valuable ones that it has already discovered (that is, exploit these known states) or to seek new behaviors by continuing to sample the environment (that is, explore a broader range of states) in search of novel and potentially more valuable opportunities than those already discovered. This conundrum is often referred to as the trade-off between exploitation and exploration (e.g., Kaelbling et al. 1996). How it is handled can have a profound effect on reward accrued. If the agent favors exploitation too heavily before the environment has been adequately explored, then it risks missing valuable opportunities (in the terminology of thermodynamics, it may get caught in a local minimum). However, if it favors exploration too heavily, then it may fail to exploit known sources of reward adequately (i.e., it will be “unstable”).

In standard reinforcement learning models, the trade-off between exploitation and
exploration is handled using a procedure that regulates the amount of noise (randomness) in the agent's behavior. This is akin to annealing in thermodynamic systems. Annealing is a procedure in which a molten metal is slowly cooled so that the molecules can move around thoroughly during recrystallization and achieve thermodynamic equilibrium producing the most uniform (optimal) lattice structure. This process prevents gaps in the lattice, i.e., local minima in thermodynamic terms. During initial exposure to an environment when exploration is more valuable than exploitation, noise is set at a high level, encouraging exploration (similar to a free flow of molecules, or melting). However, as increasingly valuable states are identified, noise is gradually diminished (akin to slow cooling and annealing, restricting flow and solidifying the lattice) so that the agent can most effectively exploit the environment by focusing on behaviors tied to the most valuable states. Such annealing procedures help optimize the agent's ability to extract reward from the environment. However, typically these procedures are introduced deus ex machina (that is, using predefined schedules imposed by the modeler). Furthermore, such schedules typically cannot accommodate changes in the environment. For example, what happens when a previously identified source of reward becomes unavailable or less valuable as the agent becomes sated (e.g., the defining structure of the lattice changes)? Under such conditions, the optimal strategy is to resume exploring the environment (melting), sampling different behaviors until new sources of reward are discovered. This is exactly the role played by increases in tonic LC activity and attenuation of the phasic LC response in the adaptive gain theory: Increased baseline release of NE increases the gain of units in the network indiscriminately, making them more responsive to any stimulus. This uniform increase in responsivity is tantamount to increasing noise and favoring exploration. The broad efferent network of LC projections is well suited for this role because it applies the tonic gain increase across global targets and circuits, thereby allowing a broad scan of possible new reward sources.

At least two sources of recent evidence support this theory concerning the function of the LC tonic mode. The first is provided by the target reversal experiment described earlier (Aston-Jones et al. 1997). Following reversal of reward contingencies, LC phasic responses to the former target rapidly diminished, while baseline (tonic) LC firing increased. This was maintained until phasic responses appeared for the new target and disappeared for the old one. That is, LC transitioned from a phasic to a tonic mode and then reversed as the new target was acquired. These findings are what would be predicted if LC implemented the annealing procedure associated with reinforcement learning in the task. Of course, this requires that LC has the relevant information to determine when to transition between phasic and tonic modes, an important question that we address shortly.

The second line of evidence comes from studies of human performance, and measurements of pupil diameter as an indirect index of LC activity. As shown in Figure 7, pupil diameter correlates remarkably well with LC tonic activity in the monkey (Rajkowski et al. 1993) and shows the same relationship to behavioral performance as LC tonic activity. The latter finding has recently been corroborated in the human (Gilzenrat et al. 2003). Furthermore, numerous studies have shown that task processing is accompanied by rapid and dramatic pupil dilation, consistent with the occurrence of an LC phasic response to task-relevant events (Beatty 1982a,b; Richer...
Relationship between tonic pupil diameter and baseline firing rate of an LC neuron in monkey. Pupil diameter measurements were taken by remote eye-tracking camera at each instant in time when the monkey achieved fixation of a visual spot during the signal-detection task (described in text). Note the close direct relationship between the pupil diameter and the rate of LC activity.

& Beatty 1987). We recently measured both baseline- and stimulus-related pupil diameter in a task involving diminishing utility, designed to test our hypothesis concerning the function of tonic LC activity. Human subjects performed a series of tone discriminations of progressively increasing difficulty with rewards for correct performance that increased in value with increasing task difficulty. Initially, the increases in reward value outpaced increases in difficulty (and associated increases in errors) so that subjects remained engaged in the task. However, after several trials, the increases in difficulty led to sufficient numbers of errors as to reduce reward rate even in the face of the increasing value of correct responses. At the beginning of every trial, participants were allowed to press a reset button, which would start a new series of discriminations, beginning again with low difficulty and low reward value. Participants behaved optimally on average, choosing to reset when the success (expected utility) of the discriminations began to decline. Early in each trial series there were large phasic pupil dilations for each discrimination. As would be predicted for LC phasic responses, these dilations declined in amplitude, and baseline (tonic) pupil diameter rose as the task became more difficult and expected utility began to decline. Baseline pupil diameter was greatest at the point at which subjects chose to abandon the current series, consistent with the hypothesis that this was mediated by an increase in LC tonic activity.

Although these findings are consistent with the hypothesis that LC tonic activity supports optimal performance by favoring exploration, this remains to be tested using more direct measurements. This dimension of our theory also has yet to be expressed in formal terms. Existing models of LC function provide a mechanism by which this could occur (i.e., tonically increasing gain throughout the network) but have not directly established that such tonic activity optimizes performance when opportunities exist for sources of reward outside the current task. A recent line of work, however, has begun to make strides in this direction and converges on an interpretation of the function of NE release similar to the one we propose here. A. Yu and P. Dayan (manuscript under review) have used a Bayesian framework to develop a model of how an agent can optimally determine whether a failure of prediction (and therefore performance) reflects variability inherent in the current task (which they term “expected uncertainty”) or an underlying change in the environment (termed “unexpected uncertainty”). They propose that estimates of expected (task-related) uncertainty are mediated by acetylcholine, whereas estimates of unexpected uncertainty—which promote a revision of expectations—are mediated by NE. The latter corresponds closely to our theory that LC tonic activity (and corresponding

9Despite the close relationship between pupil diameter and LC activity, the mechanisms underlying this relationship are not yet understood. There are presently no known anatomic pathways that could mediate this relationship directly, which suggests that these effects may reflect parallel downstream influences of a common source mechanism.
increases in tonic NE release) favors exploration. Note, however, that both our hypothesis and that of Yu and Dayan assume the operation of evaluative mechanisms that identify violations of expectation or, more generally, decreases in utility that favor behavioral changes. Sustained increases in gain mediated by the LC tonic mode, which lead to shifts in behavior, are adaptive in the sense that they are responsive to such evaluative information. Below we review evidence that leads us to propose that projections to LC from the frontal cortex may provide this evaluative information.

Summary. The findings reviewed above support the theory that the LC-NE system helps optimize performance by adaptively adjusting gain (responsivity) of target sites in two distinct ways. LC phasic responses produce a transient, system-wide increase in gain driven by task-related decision processes, insuring that the outcome of such processes is efficiently expressed in behavior (recall from above that the timing of phasic LC activation allows it to facilitate task-related behavior). This serves to optimize performance within a given task. In contrast, the LC tonic mode produces a more enduring and less discriminative increase in gain. Although this degrades performance within the current task, it facilitates the disengagement of performance from this task and thereby the sampling of others. This action provides a mechanism by which the system can optimize performance in a broader sense—by identifying and pursuing more remunerative forms of behavior when utility associated with the current task begins to diminish. Note that this may transiently accelerate a current reduction in utility by further degrading performance in the current task. This degradation of performance accounts for the far-right end of the Yerkes-Dodson curve (see Figure 2), where performance decreases as “arousal” (associated with tonic NE release) increases. According to our theory, this effect reflects the local consequences (for the current task) of a mechanism that is serving to optimize performance on a broader scale. From this perspective, although the right end of the Yerkes-Dodson curve may appear to be maladaptive, in fact it reflects the operation of an important mechanism of longer term adaptation.10

Utility Assessment in Frontal Cortex Regulates LC Mode

Our theory proposes that the LC phasic mode supports optimization of current task performance as long as task-related utility remains sufficiently high, whereas the LC tonic mode supports optimization on a broader scale, favoring exploration when current task-related utility falls below an acceptable value (or that which may be available from other tasks). This begs a critical question: What determines when LC should transition between phasic and tonic modes? That is, how does LC know when current task utility exceeds or has fallen below an acceptable value? If LC is to respond in a truly adaptive fashion, then it must have access to information about rewards and costs. As briefly reviewed below, a growing body of evidence suggests that two frontal structures, the OFC and ACC, play critical roles in evaluating rewards and costs, respectively. Furthermore, recent studies—motivated by our theory of LC—reveal that the most prominent descending cortical projections to LC come from these two frontal structures. We review this evidence in the sections that follow, concluding with a simple formal theory about how top-down evaluative information from the frontal cortex may be combined to regulate LC function.

The frontal cortex plays an important role in the evaluation of utility. The OFC and ACC have been the focus of increasingly intense study, using both direct neuronal

10 Although LC tonic activity may be adaptive, overly persistent LC tonic activity (or high arousal) can, in the limit, be maladaptive, as may be the case for clinical syndromes such as anxiety disorders and attention deficit disorder.
recording techniques in nonhuman primates and neuroimaging methods in humans. The results of these studies consistently indicate a role for these structures in the evaluation of utility.

**OFC plays a role in the evaluation of reward.** The OFC receives input from all modalities of high-order sensory cortices, in particular areas processing information with strong appetitive significance, such as taste and olfaction, as well as primary limbic structures such as the ventral striatum and amygdala (Baylis et al. 1995; Carmichael et al. 1994; Carmichael & Price 1995a,b; Ongur & Price 2000; Rolls et al. 1990). Neurons in monkey OFC are activated by rewarding stimuli in various modalities but not by stimulus identification alone nor by response preparation (Roesch & Olson 2004, Rolls 2004). Furthermore, OFC responses vary in magnitude in proportion to the relative reward value of the corresponding stimulus (Tremblay & Schultz 1999; Wallis & Miller 2003), and reward-specific responses diminish as the animal becomes sated for that particular reward (Critchley & Rolls 1996, Rolls et al. 1989). OFC neurons in monkey also are sensitive to the anticipation and delivery of reward (Schultz et al. 2000, Hollerman et al. 2000), and recent evidence suggests that OFC responses may be able to integrate the ongoing rate of reward over relatively extended periods (Sugrue et al. 2004). Many of these findings have been corroborated in human neuroimaging studies involving a variety of rewards, including money, food, and drugs of abuse (Breiter et al. 1997, 2001; Knutson et al. 2000; O’Doherty et al. 2002; Small et al. 2001; Thut et al. 1997; McClure et al. 2004). Collectively, these findings provide strong evidence that OFC plays an important role in the evaluation of reward.

**ACC plays a role in the evaluation of cost.** Like OFC, ACC receives convergent inputs from a broad range of neocortical and subcortical structures, including somatosensory areas and limbic structures such as insular cortex, amygdala, and ventral striatum (Devinsky et al. 1995, Mesulam 1981). ACC is known to be directly responsive to aversive interoceptive and somatosensory stimuli, and to pain, in particular (e.g., Peyron et al. 2000). More recently, neurophysiological studies in the monkey as well as human electrophysiological and neuroimaging studies have consistently demonstrated that ACC is also responsive to negatively valenced information of a more abstract nature, such as errors in performance, negative feedback, monetary loss, and even social exclusion (Eisenberger et al. 2003; Falkenstein et al. 1991; Gehring et al. 1993; Holroyd et al. 2003, 2004a,b; Ito et al. 2003; Kiehl et al. 2000; Miltner et al. 1997; Yeung et al. 2005; Yeung & Sanfey 2004). In addition to explicitly negative information, ACC responds robustly and reliably to task difficulty and conflicts in processing (e.g., Barch et al. 1997; Botvinick et al. 1999, 2001, 2004; Carter et al. 1998; Duncan & Owen 2000; Ullsperger & von Cramon 2001). Conflicts occur when simultaneously active processes compete for the expression of incompatible alternatives, a factor that may be directly (and possibly causally) related to task difficulty and has been formalized in neural network models of task performance (Botvinick et al. 1999, 2001, 2004; Carter et al. 1998; Duncan & Owen 2000; Ullsperger & von Cramon 2001). Thus, converging evidence suggests that ACC is responsive to a variety of negatively valenced signals—from pain to internal states that predict degraded performance—all of which may serve as indices of performance-related cost.

**OFC and ACC send strong convergent projections to LC.** Historically, anatomic studies of afferents to LC have focused almost entirely on subcortical structures; there have been very few published reports of studies examining possible inputs from cortical areas (for a review, see Aston-Jones 2004). This may reflect the emphasis placed by traditional theories on the roles for LC in bottom-up processes such as sensory encoding and arousal (as discussed in the Introduction section). Importantly, most studies have also been conducted...
in nonprimate species in which cortical structures (and the frontal cortex in particular) are substantially less well developed. Although Jodo and Aston-Jones observed that stimulation of rat prefrontal cortex can activate LC neurons (Jodo & Aston-Jones 1997, Jodo et al. 1998), and others reported inhibitory responses (Sara & Herve-Minvielle 1995), anatomical studies showed that prefrontal projections in rat terminate adjacent to, but not within, the LC nucleus (Aston-Jones 2004). Until recently, therefore, little was known about the extent to which primate LC neurons receive direct descending projections from the neocortex. The adaptive gain theory of LC-NE function outlined above, however, predicts that LC should receive information about task-related utility from high-level structures. Motivated directly by this prediction, a series of anatomic studies was undertaken in monkey to determine the extent to which LC receives top-down cortical projections. These studies have revealed a consistent and striking pattern of cortical projections in the primate LC, the preponderance of which come from OFC and ACC.

As illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, focal injections of retrograde tracer into the monkey LC reveal a large number of labeled neurons in OFC and ACC (Aston-Jones et al. 2002; Rajkowski et al. 2000; Zhu et al. 2004; M. Iba, W. Lu, Y. Zhu, J. Rajkowski, R. Morecraft & G. Aston-Jones, manuscript in preparation). These retrograde results have been confirmed by injection of anterograde tracers into OFC or ACC, which yielded prominent fiber and terminal labeling in the monkey LC nucleus and peri-LC dendritic area (Figure 8) (M. Iba, W. Lu, Y. Zhu, J. Rajkowski, R. Morecraft & G. Aston-Jones, manuscript in preparation; Zhu et al. 2004). Importantly, these OFC and ACC projections appear to be the major cortical inputs to LC; relatively few neurons in other cortical areas were retrogradely labeled from LC injections. For example, very few neurons were retrogradely labeled in area 46, and anterograde tracing from area 46 produced label-

**OFC and ACC may regulate LC function.**

The evidence reviewed above indicates that OFC and ACC each play an important role in assessing utility and that both of these structures project directly to LC. These findings suggest that these frontal areas could influence LC function on the basis of assessments of utility, consistent with the adaptive gain theory of LC function. There are two ways in which this could occur: OFC and ACC could drive LC phasic activity directly, and they could modulate LC mode of function.

**OFC and ACC may drive LC phasic activation.** If LC phasic responses are driven by the outcome of decision processes, an important question is, what cortical regions convey this information to LC? The obvious candidates are regions that house the neural accumulators associated with the decision processes themselves, which have typically been localized to cortical sensorimotor integration areas (e.g., to lateral intraparietal cortex and frontal eye fields for visual tasks requiring an
Figure 8
Projections to the LC from the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) in monkey. (A) Low-power photomicrograph of a frontal section through the ACC showing retrogradely labeled neurons in area 24b/c. Area shown is just ventral to the cingulate sulcus. (B) High-power photomicrograph showing retrogradely labeled neurons in the ACC (corresponding to rectangle in panel A). Note labeled cells located in deep layer V/superficial layer VI. (C) Low-power photomicrograph of a frontal section through the OFC showing retrogradely labeled neurons in area 12. Lateral orbital sulcus is at star. (D) High-power photomicrograph showing retrogradely labeled neurons in the OFC (corresponding to rectangle in panel A). Note cells located in deep layer V/superficial layer VI. Neutral red counterstain used for sections in panels A–D. Medial is at right, and dorsal is at top. (E, F) Low (E) - and high-power (F) photomicrographs of a frontal section through the LC and peri-LC showing fibers and terminals labeled from an injection of the anterograde tracer biotinylated dextran amine in the ipsilateral OFC (area 12) of an African green monkey. Noradrenergic neurons and processes are stained brown with an antibody against tyrosine hydroxylase. Note close juxtaposition of OFC fibers and terminals with noradrenergic somata and dendrites. Lateral is at right, and dorsal is at top.
oculomotor response). However, as reviewed above, these areas do not provide direct projections to LC. Alternatively, the outcome of decision processes may be relayed to LC indirectly via OFC, ACC, or both, which receive inputs from a wide array of sensorimotor areas (Baylis et al. 1995, Carmichael & Price 1995b, Morecraft et al. 1992). Such relays may weight decision-related signals by motivational significance—that is, perceived utility of the current task. This possibility is supported by the pattern of task-specific responses commonly observed within OFC and ACC that are also closely related to

Figure 9
Plots of retrogradely labeled neurons in ACC and OFC after injections of CTb into monkey LC. (A) ACC neurons labeled from the monkey LC. Lower sections are high-power views containing plotted cells; upper sections are low-power views to give orientation. (B) OFC neurons labeled from the monkey LC. Sections at right are high-power views containing plotted cells; sections at left are low-power views to give orientation. For both panels, A22–A27 refer to distances in mm from the interaural line. Plots were composed on atlas sections from Paxinos et al. 2000.
the motivational significance of the eliciting event. This, in turn, is consistent with the fact that LC phasic responses are limited to goal-related events (e.g., target but not distractor stimuli in a signal-detection task), with an amplitude modulated by the motivational significance of the stimulus (e.g., the reward associated with appropriate performance) (Aston-Jones et al. 1994, Rajkowski et al. 2004). Thus, OFC and ACC may relay the outcome of task-related decision processes, modulated by their assessed utility, driving the LC phasic response. Studies are presently underway to test this hypothesis more directly.

**OFC and ACC may regulate LC mode.** The above considerations address the possibility that OFC and ACC drive LC phasic activation in response to individual events (e.g., decision outcome within the trial of a task). The adaptive gain theory suggests that these frontal structures also influence LC function by driving transitions between phasic and tonic modes to regulate the balance between exploitation and exploration: When evaluations in OFC or ACC indicate the current task is providing adequate utility, they drive LC toward the phasic mode (by increasing electrotonic coupling, reducing baseline drive, or both), favoring exploitation of that task for associated rewards. However, when utility diminishes sufficiently over prolonged durations, they drive it toward the tonic mode, favoring exploration. This process requires that utility be evaluated over both short and longer time frames.

For example, consider a case in which the current task is associated with high utility (e.g., the animal is thirsty and correct performance provides juice). In this situation, it is advantageous to optimize performance on the task and maximally exploit the utility it provides. The adaptive gain theory states that this is promoted by the LC phasic mode, during which event-related phasic LC activity facilitates task-appropriate behavioral responses. Furthermore, if performance should temporarily flag (e.g., owing to a momentary lapse of attention), the LC phasic mode should be augmented to restore performance.

Compensatory adjustments following lapses in performance have repeatedly been observed (e.g., Botvinick et al. 1999; Gratton et al. 1992; Jones et al. 2002; Laming 1968, 1979; Rabbitt 1966). Furthermore, there is strong evidence that they are mediated by an evaluative function in frontal cortex, consistent with the mounting evidence discussed above that monitoring mechanisms within ACC detect lapses in performance and signal the need to augment top-down control for the current task (Botvinick et al. 2001). However, previous theories have assumed ACC-based monitoring mechanisms act directly on prefrontal systems responsible for top-down control (e.g., Botvinick et al. 2001, Jones et al. 2002). The adaptive gain theory of LC suggests an additional, more general mechanism for improving performance. Signals from ACC to LC (indicating an adverse outcome), possibly complemented by signals from OFC to LC (indicating absence of an expected reward), may augment the LC phasic mode (by further increasing electronic coupling, reducing LC baseline drive, or both). This, in turn, would improve performance on subsequent trials by enhancing the LC phasic response and thereby augmenting the gain of units responsible for task execution. Increased phasic release of NE may also have direct enhancing effects on task-specific control representations in prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Arnsten et al. 1996, Cohen et al. 2004). This effect could further contribute to the compensatory increase in control following a transient decrease in performance and/or reward. One appeal of this hypothesis is that it provides a general mechanism by which the detection of momentary reductions in utility can augment task control without requiring the monitoring mechanism to have special knowledge about the nature of control required for every possible task. That is, a global signal (LC-mediated NE release) that adaptively adjusts gain throughout the processing system can interact with task-specific...
control mechanisms (e.g., in PFC) to produce requisite improvements in performance.

The foregoing account addresses circumstances in which overall task-related utility remains high, and momentary lapses in performance (and utility) can be rectified by enhancement of control. However, what happens if there is a persistent decline in utility? In such circumstances, augmenting control associated with the current task may no longer be advantageous. For example, if performance fails to improve despite compensatory adjustments, or if task-related utility progressively declines for other reasons (e.g., satiety, depletion of the task-related source of reward, or an increase in the costs associated with its procurement), then the relationship between utility and task investment should reverse: Further decreases in utility should promote task disengagement rather than attempts to restore performance. That is, they should favor exploration over exploitation. The adaptive gain theory proposes that this is mediated by a transition to the LC tonic mode. Importantly, the determination of when to promote exploration over exploitation requires that evaluative mechanisms take account of both short- and long-term changes in utility. There are many ways of doing so. The following equation describes one simple means (shown graphically in Figure 10):

\[
\text{Engagement in current task} = \left[1 - \text{logistic}(\text{short term utility})\right] \\
\times \left[\text{logistic}(\text{long-term utility})\right].
\]

(Equation 1)

where \text{logistic} refers to the sigmoid function \(1/(1 + e^{-\text{utility}})\), and high values of the equation favor the LC phasic mode, whereas low values favor the tonic mode.

We assume that evaluations of utility are computed within both OFC and ACC and then integrated (averaged) over relatively short (e.g., seconds) and longer (e.g., minutes) timescales. How estimations in OFC and ACC are combined and then averaged over different timescales remains a matter for further research. However, allowing that such computations take place, Equation 1 provides a simple means by which OFC and ACC may regulate engagement in the current task by controlling a single, or small number of, simple physiological parameters in LC. High values of this function favor task engagement (by driving a transition to LC phasic mode through increases in electrotonic coupling, decreases in baseline drive, or both), discounted by enduring declines in utility that favor task disengagement (LC tonic mode). When long-term utility is high, decreases in short-term utility augment the LC phasic mode. Thus, when overall utility is high, momentary reductions favor improvements in task performance. In contrast, these effects are diminished when long-term utility is low: Persistent declines in utility drive LC.

Figure 10
Plot of the relationship between engagement in the current task and task-related utility integrated over relatively brief (e.g., seconds) and longer (e.g., minutes) timescales given by Equation 1 (see text). The adaptive gain theory of LC-NE function proposes that high values of this equation favor the LC phasic mode, whereas low values favor the tonic mode. Accordingly, low values of long-term utility favor the LC tonic mode (exploration), whereas high values favor the LC phasic mode (exploitation). Note that when long-term utility is low, changes in short-term utility have little impact. However, when long-term utility is high, a decrease in short-term utility augments the LC phasic mode, implementing an adaptive adjustment that serves to restore performance.
toward the tonic mode, favoring task disen-
gagement. Note that this proposed modula-
tion of LC mode occurs simultaneously and
independently of the phasic excitation of LC
proposed also to originate in these two struc-
tures in response to the outcome of individual
decisions.

Summary. The findings reviewed above
indicate that neurons in OFC and ACC
show task-selective responses that represent
the present value of task-related events.
These structures provide substantial direct
projections to LC in monkey. As illustrated

in Figure 11, the adaptive gain theory of LC
function proposes that these projections pro-
vide the information necessary to drive LC
phasic responses directly, as well as to drive
transitions between its phasic and tonic modes
of function. Specifically, the theory proposes
that the outcome of decision processes
associated with high potential utility are rep-
resented in frontal structures (OFC and ACC)
that drive LC phasic responses. Furthermore,
assessments of utility by these frontal struc-
tures are integrated over different timescales
and used to regulate LC mode. Brief lapses in
performance, in the context of otherwise high
utility, augment the LC phasic mode, improv-
ing task performance. In contrast, enduring
decreases in utility drive transitions to the
tonic mode, promoting disengagement from
the current task and facilitating exploration of
behavioral alternatives. Taken together, these
mechanisms constitute a self-regulating sys-
tem by which LC—informing by evaluations
of utility in frontal structures—can control
behavioral strategy through adaptive adjust-
ments of gain in its global efferent targets.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The adaptive gain theory suggests that the
LC-NE system plays a more important and
specific role in the control of performance
than has traditionally been thought. This new
theory is an important evolution of an LC
theory that proposed roles for this system in
vigilance and response initiation (Aston-Jones
1985, 1991b) by further specifying the mecha-
nisms that might be involved in executing such
functions. The presently proposed framework
has a wide range of implications for under-
standing the neural mechanisms underlying
both normal behavior and its impairment in
clinical disorders associated with disturbances
of decision making and control. At the same
time, the theory raises several questions that
remain to be addressed. In the reminder of
this review, we consider some of these ques-
tions and the broader implications of our
theory.

![Figure 11](image)
Descending Influences Play an Important Role in LC-NE Function

Many previous analyses of LC function have focused on its role in mediating ascending (“bottom-up”) influences on cortical processing. For example, a major focus of research has been on inputs to LC from subcortical mechanisms involved in the sleep-waking cycle, supporting the view that LC translates these mechanisms into modulatory changes in neocortex producing alertness or sleep (Aston-Jones et al. 2005, Berridge & Waterhouse 2003, Jones 1991, Saper et al. 2001). Similarly, theories about the role of LC in sensory processing have generally assumed that it receives inputs from low-level processing mechanisms, mediating the alerting effects of highly salient events via its widespread ascending projections to the neocortex (Devilbiss & Waterhouse 2000, 2004; Hurley et al. 2004). Our theory allows a more precise understanding of LC’s role in bottom-up processes such as sleep and sensory processing. For example, descending regulation of LC suggests a mechanism for volitional control of waking in the face of fatigue, and for increased sensory focus with increased task difficulty. Critically, however, our theory highlights the importance of descending cortical influences on LC and the refined role that the LC-NE system plays in regulating cortically based mechanisms for decision making and control. There is reason to believe that such influences are more highly developed in the primate brain, commensurate with the expansion of frontal structures and their top-down influence on processing and behavior. We have highlighted the roles of orbital and anterior cingulate regions of frontal cortex in particular, both of which send strong projections directly to LC in monkeys (projections that appear to be substantially more developed than in the rat) (Aston-Jones et al. 2002, Rajkowski et al. 2000, Zhu et al. 2004). These areas have been consistently implicated in evaluative functions that are commensurate with the role we propose for LC in regulating behavioral performance.

LC Activity is Plastic and May Play a Role in Learning

A critical component of the adaptive gain theory is that the LC phasic response is driven by the outcome of task-relevant decision processes. This hypothesis implies that the LC phasic activation must be plastic to adapt to changes in task demands (e.g., the relevance of different decision processes). This implication is consistent with the physiological evidence. Most strikingly, reversal experiments demonstrate that LC phasic responses reliably track changes in the target stimulus. However, this plasticity must reflect the response characteristics of the systems that drive LC. This too is consistent with the evidence, given our hypothesis that the LC phasic response is driven by frontal structures, including OFC and ACC. As reviewed above, these structures demonstrate strong task-selective responses. Furthermore, previous studies indicate that OFC exhibits marked plasticity in its response to reward-related stimuli during reversal experiments when the valence of stimuli is abruptly altered. For example, Rolls has shown that in behaving monkeys OFC responses change quickly to track changes in the motivational relevance of stimuli (Rolls et al. 1996, Thorpe et al. 1983; see also Wallis & Miller 2003). These observations support the idea that both the selectivity and plasticity of the LC phasic response reflect afferent drive by frontal structures. At the same time, LC itself may contribute to plasticity within these structures. A role for the LC-NE system in learning has frequently been suggested in the literature (Amaral & Foss 1975, Anlezark et al. 1973, Archer et al. 1984, Bouret & Sara 2004, Cirelli & Tononi 2004, Harley 1991, Harris & Fitzgerald 1991, Koob et al. 1978, Velley et al. 1991). The adaptive gain theory suggests at least one way in which this influence on learning might occur. As discussed above, changes in reward contingency should drive LC into the tonic mode. This shift, in turn, should promote exploration and facilitate the discovery of new reward contingencies.
that in turn provide a new source of drive for the LC phasic response. As discussed earlier, this hypothesis is supported by the observation that reversals in reward contingency (requiring new learning) precipitate a shift to the LC tonic mode, followed by shifts back to the phasic mode once the new target has been acquired. This hypothesis is also consistent with interactions between the LC-NE and DA systems suggested by the adaptive gain theory, as discussed in the following section. However, a direct test of this hypothesis will require more detailed studies that characterize the relative timing of frontal and LC phasic activity in response to task-relevant stimuli and its evolution over the course of reversal conditioning.11

Interactions Between the LC-NE and DA Systems are Important for Normal and Disordered Cognition

There are many similarities between the LC-NE and DA systems. Both NE and DA are neuromodulatory neurotransmitters that have similar physiological effects on target systems (e.g., modulation of gain; Nicola et al. 2000; Servan-Schreiber et al. 1990; Waterhouse et al. 1980, 1984); both are responsive to motivationally salient events (e.g., reward predictors); and disturbances of both have been implicated in highly overlapping sets of clinical disorders (such as schizophrenia, depression, and attention deficit disorder). Despite these similarities, the relationships between these systems and how they interact has remained unclear. In part this ambiguity has been due to the lack of formal theories about the function of either system. Recently, however, Montague et al. (1996) have proposed a sophisticated theory of DA function that suggests it implements the learning signal associated with a reinforcement learning mechanism. This theory affords a direct point of contact with the adaptive gain theory of LC-NE function.

As previously discussed, reinforcement learning requires an annealing procedure, favoring exploration during learning in new (or changing) environments and promoting exploitation when reliable sources of reward are discovered. The adaptive gain theory proposes that the LC-NE system serves this function, implementing an annealing mechanism that is adaptive to ongoing estimates of current utility. Thus, early in learning, when utility is low, LC remains in the tonic mode, favoring exploration. However, as sources of reward are discovered DA-dependent reinforcement learning strengthens behaviors that produce these rewards. This strengthening increases current utility, driving LC into the phasic mode, which further stabilizes and exploits the utility associated with DA-reinforced behaviors. This process continues until the current source of reward is either no longer valued or available. As utility declines, LC is driven back into the tonic mode, promoting exploration and learning of new behaviors. In this way, the proposed functions of the LC-NE and DA systems may interact synergistically to implement an auto-annealing reinforcement learning mechanism that is adaptive both to the needs of the organism and changes in the environment. Although these theories of the LC-NE and DA systems are both early in their development, together they potentially offer a powerful new account of how these systems interact, which may provide conceptual traction in understanding how disruptions in these systems may impact one another in producing the complex patterns of disturbance observed in clinical disorders.

11The form of plasticity discussed here involves learning over many trials. However, behavioral flexibility can also be exhibited in more rapid form from trial to trial. Such flexibility is thought to rely on PFC mechanisms responsible for cognitive control (e.g., Duncan 1986, Shallice 1988). According to one recent theory, PFC supports such behavioral flexibility by providing top-down modulation of processing along task-relevant pathways (Miller & Cohen 2001). In addition to influencing the flow of activity along cortical pathways, such mechanisms could also dynamically modulate which cortical circuits (e.g., within OFC or ACC) most effectively drive LC activity, providing another mechanism by which LC phasic responses are driven by the outcome of task-relevant processes.
How do Specific Effects Arise from a “Nonspecific” System?

The broad efferent anatomy, slow conduction speed, and modulatory postsynaptic effects of LC neurons have traditionally been interpreted as evidence that the LC-NE system plays a relatively nonspecific role in state setting and arousal (as discussed above). Given these properties, it is natural to wonder how this system could support the more precise form of regulation proposed by the adaptive gain theory (e.g., involving, in the phasic mode, real-time responses that have within-trial effects on performance). The findings we have reviewed suggest two responses to this concern. First, direct recording studies from LC in animals performing complex conditioned tasks have revealed detailed, task-specific patterns of LC response that were not previously observed in nonconditioned subjects. This finding indicates that recordings of these neurons during conditioned behavior may be critical to observing these properties of the LC-NE system. This point is further underlined by the finding that OFC and ACC send strong projections to LC in monkey that are not apparent in subprimate species. A prominent role for these prefrontal structures in the regulation of LC function indicates that studies of the LC system in primates may be critical to uncovering more fully the precise and subtle roles played in cognitive processing.

Second, the work we have reviewed also highlights the importance of formally explicit theoretical models. With respect to the LC-NE system, such models have demonstrated how a mechanism with low spatial (efferent) specificity and modulatory effects can play an important role in regulating, and even mediating, high-level cortical function. In particular, modeling work has characterized the dynamics of the mechanisms involved and has verified that these mechanisms are plausible given the observed temporal properties of LC activity and NE release. For example, modeling work was essential in showing that LC phasic activity at the appropriate time (typically within 150 ms of the stimulus and immediately postdecision) can increase gain in target areas and have an impact on processing of the behavioral response. Modeling also suggested an important function for the global projections of the LC-NE system: These projections allow the system to facilitate a broad range of possible behaviors favoring exploration in the tonic mode. At the same time, modeling work has shown that these widespread projections do not compromise the more precise function performed by the LC phasic mode (given appropriate timing of the phasic response). Indeed, and perhaps most important, these broad projections allow LC to carry out its function without the need for special knowledge of where the changes in gain are needed for a particular task. Finally, modeling work has demonstrated how these effects can arise from the modulation of simple low-level physiological variables within LC (electronic coupling or baseline afferent drive) that are sufficient to regulate transitions between the LC phasic and tonic modes. Thus, modeling work has shown how a distributed system with subtle modulatory effects, driven by a small number of simple parameters, can have precise and profound effects on higher-level cognitive processes.

Optimization is Critical in a Competitive Context

The adaptive gain theory proposes that the LC-NE system helps to optimize performance within and across tasks. Recent modeling analyses indicate that adaptive adjustments of gain in a two-layer network improve reward rate by approximately 10%–20% (Gilzenrat et al. 2004). Although this is a conservative estimate (analyses of multilayered systems may reveal greater benefits), the benefits noted thus far appear to be modest. However, a modest increase in performance in an isolated context may translate into a highly significant effect in a competitive context.
environment, where resources are scarce and can be lost to another agent working with a similar motivation and strategy. Thus, increases in response speed or accuracy that have a modest impact on performance in the isolated environment of a laboratory task may make the difference between survival and extinction in a context where food is limited and competition from other agents exists. This hypothesis may provide some insight into the adaptive advantage of a system such as the LC-NE and may give a reason for its evolution in vertebrates. Future modeling studies employing a game-theory approach will be of interest to examine the benefits of adaptive gain adjustment in a competitive environment.

Relation to Earlier Studies of the LC-NE System

Our review has focused primarily on recent findings from studies of LC in monkeys. Although limited in number, such studies provide the most detailed and elaborate data addressing the role of the LC-NE system in behavior. Nevertheless, a theory of LC-NE function should also be consistent with findings using other methods, including lesion and pharmacological manipulations of the LC-NE system, recording of LC activity and NE release in nonprimate species, and electrophysiological findings related to LC function in humans.

Previous lesion and pharmacological studies implicated the LC in cognitive functions. This literature is vast, and page limitations permit only a selective review of studies of the role of LC in performance and cognitive function (for more extensive reviews see Berridge & Waterhouse 2003, Coull 1994, Robbins & Everitt 1995). Many such studies are compatible with the view that the LC-NE system is important for supporting task-focused behavior. For example, Roberts and colleagues (1976) and others (Oke & Adams 1978) reported that rats with lesions of the ascending LC pathway were more disrupted by distractors during discriminative learning than were intact animals. Robbins and colleagues (Carl et al. 1983, Cole & Robbins 1992) found that lesions of ascending LC projections in rats produced deficits in a continuous performance task that required sustained monitoring for visual target stimuli that could occur in multiple locations. Lesions impaired target discrimination performance and prolonged reaction times when distracting stimuli were presented just before targets or when target presentation was unpredictable. This group also found that lesions of LC projections in rats increased the effectiveness of conditioning to contextual stimuli but decreased conditioning to explicit cues (Selden et al. 1990a,b). Although these findings are consistent with the idea that the LC-NE system is important in task-focused performance, the mechanisms underlying behavioral changes following these lesions have been difficult to define. Moreover, not all lesion studies of LC produced similar results (e.g., Pisa & Fibiger 1983, Pisa et al. 1988). The conflicting results of some studies may be due at least in part to plasticity following the intervention, known to be substantial for LC (Fritschy & Grzanna 1992, Haring et al. 1986, Levin et al. 1985). In addition, the adaptive gain theory suggests that experimental manipulations should interact critically with LC mode of function (phasic vs. tonic), a factor that has not been considered in the design or interpretation of most previous studies. When this is taken into account, previous lesion studies can often be seen in a new light that is compatible with the adaptive gain theory.

For example, a number of plastic responses have been observed following LC lesions, including increases in NE receptor number or sensitivity (Dooley et al. 1987, Harik et al. 1981, U’Prichard et al. 1980) and in tyrosine hydroxylase (Acheson et al. 1980) and firing rate (Chiodo et al. 1983) in the remaining LC neurons, as well as compensatory changes in other non-LC systems (Carboni & Silvagni 2004, Harik et al. 1981, Martin et al. 1994, Valentini et al. 2004). Such lesion-induced
plasticity could effectively upregulate LC-NE function tonically. At the same time, LC lesions would eliminate any temporally specific (e.g., decision-driven) phasic NE release in LC target areas; that is, compensatory changes would not be able to mimic the temporal properties of LC neuronal discharge. Thus, the net effect of LC lesions may have been to produce a persistent state similar to the LC tonic mode. This idea would be consistent with increased responsiveness to distractors and decreased task-focused performance, as observed in several lesion studies (discussed above). This postlesion tonic function of LC could also produce decreased conditioning with explicit sensory cues (which require more focus on the task at hand, supported by the phasic LC mode) and increased performance and conditioning with contextual cues (facilitated by increased responsivity to a broader set of events or exploration associated with the tonic LC mode). Although length constraints prohibit a detailed treatment here, similar considerations are applicable to prior studies of LC function in attention using pharmacological approaches.

Several pharmacological studies have also investigated the effects of LC-NE function on memory (see Berridge & Waterhouse 2003 for a review). Our focus in this review has been on optimization of performance in simple tasks involving sensory stimuli and motor responses. However, as noted earlier, the adaptive gain theory applies equally to tasks involving other types of processes, such as the retrieval and storage of information in long-term memory. For example, in one study, LC was stimulated by injection of the alpha2 autoreceptor antagonist idazoxan (Sara & Devauges 1989). This agent blocks the local inhibitory effects of NE within the LC, which may have potentiated LC phasic responses. When animals were trained for several weeks on a set of associations, idazoxan administration just prior to a retention test produced fewer errors than in nontreated animals. This result is consistent with the possibility that potentiation of LC phasic responses facilitated the outcome of memory-driven decision processes, akin to its effects on stimulus-driven decision processes that have been the focus of this review.

Studies by Arnsten and colleagues indicate that manipulations of LC-NE function also have an impact on working-memory function. They found that systemic injections of alpha2 NE autoreceptor agonists, such as clonidine or guanficine, facilitated working-memory performance in aged monkeys (Arnsten et al. 1996). The doses used are thought to preferentially activate alpha2 receptors located postsynaptically on LC target neurons and are assumed to augment NE effects. It is difficult to interpret these results in the context of the adaptive gain theory without a more precise understanding of the dynamics of these pharmacologic manipulations (e.g., the extent to which they impact phasic versus tonic NE release). Nevertheless, they could be consistent with a relationship of LC-NE function to the Yerkes-Dobson curve (see Figure 2) if it is assumed that aged animals have tonically diminished LC-NE projections and receptor function (consistent with prior data from Burnett et al. 1990, Eriksdotter Jonhagen et al. 1995, Iversen et al. 1983, and Tejani-Butt & Ordway 1992). Thus, injection of NE autoreceptor agonists into aged animals could improve function by increasing stimulation of deficient postsynaptic NE receptors and preferentially restoring the phasic mode of LC activity. (The latter is suggested by a previous study showing that stimulation of NE autoreceptors on LC neurons preferentially reduces baseline activity while leaving glutamate-driven responses intact, in effect emulating an increased phasic mode; Aston-Jones et al. 1991a). The same manipulation in normal animals, where clonidine may preferentially activate intact cortical NE receptors, could maladaptively mimic a tonic LC mode.

**Recordings of LC activity or NE release in nonprimate species.** Although relatively few studies involving nonprimate species have recorded impulse activity of LC neurons in
behaving animals, the overall results are consistent with the adaptive gain theory. Early studies reported that NE-LC neurons in rats and cats (Aston-Jones & Bloom 1981b, Rasmussen et al. 1986), as in monkeys (Grant et al. 1988), were responsive to salient unconditioned stimuli in many modalities. These LC responses occurred in close relation to orienting behaviors and were much smaller or absent when stimuli produced no overt behavioral response. These results are consistent with other studies in rat, which indicates that LC neurons are activated following novel stimuli (McQuade et al. 1999, Sara et al. 1995, Sara & Herve-Minvielle 1995). This set of findings can be understood in terms of the adaptive gain theory by noting that orienting and novelty responses are rudimentary decisions to act in a nonconditioned manner to highly salient events likely to have motivational significance (e.g., a loud cracking sound likely signifies the danger of a falling branch or an approaching predator). Thus, the associated LC activity may represent an evolutionarily hard-wired response that has facilitating effects on behavior analogous to the learned LC phasic responses in the 2AFC tasks studied in the laboratory (described above).

Finally, the adaptive gain theory also predicts that LC activity should increase (with a shift to the tonic mode) as unexpected and prolonged changes in reward contingencies occur. Results of a recent study by Dalley et al. (2001) are consistent with this prediction. Using microdialysis, they found that cortical release of NE (for which LC is the sole source) was increased in a sustained manner when an instrumental task was abruptly changed to noncontingent delivery of reward that was otherwise equal in overall amount. This is consistent with the predicted shift to LC tonic mode and associated increase in sustained NE release.

**Human electrophysiological findings and LC function.** One of the most robust findings from scalp recordings of event-related potentials (ERPs) in humans is the P3. This is a positive potential with a broad scalp distribution that typically occurs ~300 ms following task-relevant stimuli. The literature on the P3 is vast and well beyond our ability to review here. However, early in the study of this phenomenon investigators proposed that this potential may reflect neuromodulatory function (Desmedt & Debecque 1979) and implicated the LC-NE system in particular (Pineda et al. 1989). Elsewhere, we have reviewed the literature on the P3 with regard to this hypothesis and the adaptive gain theory of LC-NE function (Niewenhuis et al. 2005). There we suggest that the adaptive gain theory of LC-NE function can explain a wide range of seemingly disparate findings concerning the P3. Both the LC phasic response and the P3 appear shortly following target stimuli in odd-ball paradigms (e.g., the signal-detection task described above), and both depend on the motivational significance of, as well as attention paid to, eliciting stimuli. Furthermore, similar to the LC phasic response, P3 amplitude is greater for hits than for false alarms or misses in a signal-detection task; and factors that increase the duration of the decision process (e.g., stimulus degradation, reduced stimulus intensity) have generally been found to increase P3 latency and RT by a similar amount, paralleling the consistent relationship between LC phasic response and RT. Finally, the P3 is widely considered to be associated with completion of stimulus categorization, consistent with our hypothesis that the LC phasic response is driven by the outcome of task-related decision processes. These considerations have led us to hypothesize that the P3 reflects the phasic enhancement of gain in the cerebral cortex induced by LC-mediated release of NE (Niewenhuis et al. 2005). This hypothesis awaits direct testing in nonhuman primates using coordinated LC and P3 recordings in the same subjects. However, if validated, it will provide an important link between neurophysiological studies in nonhuman species and the study of LC function in humans, including the vast literature that already exists concerning the P3 both...
in normal and disordered cognition (Duncan 2003).

The adaptive gain hypothesis also suggests an explanation for the close relationship of the P3 to the attentional blink. The attentional blink refers to the failure to process the second of two sequentially presented targets when they are embedded in a series of rapidly presented stimuli (e.g., every 100 ms; Raymond et al. 1992). Models implementing the adaptive gain theory (S. Nieuwenhuis, M.S. Gilzenrat, B.D. Holmes & J.D. Cohen, manuscript under review) have successfully simulated this effect by attributing it to the empirically observed postactivation inhibition of LC neurons (Aghajanian et al. 1977, Andrade & Aghajanian 1984, Williams et al. 1984), which is presumed to render these cells unresponsive to the second target.

Limitations and future directions. Many elements in the adaptive gain theory require testing, further analysis, and additional elaboration. Nevertheless, even at this early stage of development, the theory makes several specific predictions that may stimulate new research. Below we consider some of the areas that call for additional work and that indicate predictions to be tested.

One limitation of the theory is that it is based heavily on animal studies. It will be important, therefore, to develop methods to measure or selectively manipulate LC activity in humans. As discussed in this review, pupilometry and scalp electrophysiology represent two promising avenues. Another is the use of neuroimaging methods, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging and positron emission tomography. Reports have begun to appear about the use of these methods to study brainstem nuclei, including the LC (e.g., Raizada & Poldrack 2003). Although the results of these studies require independent anatomic verification, methods for doing so are under development.

A key proposal that requires empirical confirmation is that LC phasic activation reflects decision outcome. One way to test this hypothesis is to analyze LC activity during a decision task simultaneously with activity of a brain region that has been strongly linked to decision processes in prior studies. Regions to consider in this regard include the lateral interparietal cortex (LIP) and frontal eye fields (FEF), areas whose neurons meet many criteria for neural integrators of information in models of simple decision making (Gold & Shadlen 2001, Hanes & Schall 1996, Mazurek et al. 2003, Schall & Thompson 1999, Shadlen & Newsome 1996). A related component of our theory is that inputs from OFC and ACC drive LC phasic responses to decision outcome. This idea is suggested by the fact that decision-related cortical areas such as LIP and FEF do not strongly innervate the monkey LC (M. Iba, J. Rajkowski & G. Aston-Jones, unpublished observations) and that LC phasic responses are modulated by motivational significance. This idea can be tested by manipulating these prefrontal areas while recording LC neurons during decision tasks. The theory predicts, for example, that inactivation of ipsilateral OFC should diminish decision-driven LC phasic responses on positively motivated tasks.

The adaptive gain theory also states that phasic activation of LC facilitates behaviors (e.g., speeds correct responses) associated with task-related decisions. This idea can be tested by direct phasic electrical stimulation of LC during decision task performance and by combining this with modeling work that predicts the outcome of stimulation at different times in the task. Conversely, blockade of phasic LC activation (e.g., via local infusions of glutamate antagonists) should decrease the speed of decision-driven behavioral responses and increase the probability that no response will be elicited.

Finally, a central prediction of the adaptive gain theory is that the tonic LC mode facilitates transitions in behavioral focus so that tasks offering greater reward than the current one can be identified and pursued. Additional recordings of LC activity under conditions in which task-related utility is manipulated (such
as the diminishing utility task described earlier) will be important for testing and more precisely formulating this component of the theory. Moreover, manipulations of LC (e.g., tonic stimulation or inhibition of baseline excitatory inputs that drive the tonic mode), as well as manipulations of OFC and ACC that are proposed to regulate transitions between LC phasic and tonic modes, will be important for testing the causal role that these transitions play in behavioral changes.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

We have reviewed findings indicating that during the awake state the LC-NE system has two distinguishable modes of activity (phasic and tonic) and have described an adaptive gain theory of the LC-NE system, which proposes specific functions for each of these modes. In the phasic mode, a burst of LC activity, driven by the outcome of task-related decision processes, produces a widespread but temporally specific release of NE, increasing gain of cortical processing units and facilitating task-appropriate behavior. In this mode, the event-locked nature of the LC phasic response acts as a temporal attentional filter, facilitating task-relevant processes relative to distracting events, thereby augmenting performance of the current task. The LC phasic response serves to optimize the trade-off between the flexibility of a complex, multilayered system and the efficiency of a single-layered decision-making mechanism. The theory further proposes that computations regarding decision and utility in OFC and ACC drive these LC phasic responses. We also propose that utility computations in the OFC and ACC produce the transitions between phasic and tonic modes in LC. Such transitions occur by the regulation of simple physiological variables within LC, such as electronic coupling, baseline drive, or both. High utility associated with performance of the current task favors the LC phasic mode. This mode is further augmented in response to momentary lapses in performance to exploit maximally the utility associated with the current task. However, persistent declines in utility drive a transition to the LC tonic mode. In the tonic mode, a lasting increase in baseline NE release augments responsivity of target neurons to a broader class of events, while a concomitant attenuation of the LC phasic response degrades processing of events related to the current task. This indiscriminate release of NE promotes disengagement from the current behavioral routine while facilitating the sampling of others that may provide greater utility. These different LC modes serve to optimize the trade-off between exploitation of stable sources of reward and exploration of other, potentially more remunerative, opportunities in a changing environment.

The role proposed here for the LC-NE system indicates that it would interact with many other brain circuits. In addition to its interaction with cortical systems, we have considered what this theory implies about the relationship between the functions of the LC-NE and DA systems, which may have particular relevance to psychiatric disorders. We propose that these systems work in synergy, the LC-NE system regulating the balance between exploitation and exploration—a factor that is central to reinforcement learning mechanisms of the sort thought to be implemented by the DA system. Improved understanding of these systems has substantial potential for understanding not only normal function, but also disturbances of function in a variety of clinical disorders. Several decades of research have made it clear that disturbances of NE and DA are involved in most of the major psychiatric illnesses, including schizophrenia, depression, and anxiety disorders. Some disorders have been associated more closely with NE and others more closely with DA. However, until recently, research has focused primarily on relatively simple hypotheses concerning static excesses or deficits of activity in these systems and has given virtually no consideration to interactions between them. The simplicity of these hypotheses has reflected a general lack of knowledge about the more
complex dynamics that characterize the functioning of the NE and DA systems individually as well as their interaction. A more sophisticated understanding of these dynamics, and their relationship to cognition and behavior, promises to open up new avenues of inquiry. Realizing this potential, in turn, will afford greater understanding of how disruptions in the LC-NE and DA systems contribute to the complex patterns of behavior associated with psychiatric illness and how appropriate and effective interventions can be designed.
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